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Introduction 

2015 was without doubt an extremely successful year for Egoli Africa: lots of support from all kinds of 

corners was received and many eyes watched the development of programs and work in general.  In 

a world where things are moving turbulently and where negative criticism sometimes takes the 

upper hand, Egoli Africa still spreads a positive message and believes in people’s strengths and 

chances. 

We proudly present the annual report 2015. 

Esther Haaisma, director of Egoli Africa 
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Objectives Egoli Africa 
 

The objectives of Egoli Africa are: 

 Assisting children to receive education and to improve their marginalised circumstances in 

Uganda 

 Giving material, financial and moral support to  marginalised and vulnerable groups in 

Uganda 

 Setting up sensitization programs to create knowledge and awareness about the prevention 

of hiv/aids and setting up, promoting and supporting other health care programs in Uganda 

 Empowering women in Uganda 

Egoli Africa runs a number of chore projects in the fields of healthcare, education, agriculture and 

empowerment that gives people from the communities it works with tools to become independent 

and self-sustainable through education and work.  In 2015, the growth of Good Shepherd High School 

and the set-up of different educational programs, such as the Worldreader program and tailoring 

lessons for girls, contribute to securing education for young people, providing them with professional 

skills and acquiring new knowledge about modern techniques.  The start of a bricklaying project in 

Kisozi aims to give young boys/men a chance to learn professional skills that enables them to market 

their product and become useful men in their communities.    The medical center in Kameke keeps 

moving forward and new partnerships with for example the Birthing Kit Foundation enable women 

to have some tools to improve circumstances during birthgiving.  Eyecamps and the water & 

sanitation projects continued in 2015  to improve people’s health and social situations.  In all ways, 

Egoli Africa meets its objectives through its chore projects that aim to improve the lives of people 

from the communities it works with in order to make people become strong individuals that are 

independent and can sustain themselves and their families. 

 

Worldreader, a new, educational program at Good Shepherd High School 
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Local partners 

Egoli Africa cooperates with local partners in Uganda.   

Good Shepherd Care Ministries remains Egoli Africa’s main local partner.  The majority of Egoli 

Africa’s project are located in the area of Kameke in Pallisa district.  Good Shepherd Care Ministries is 

the local partner that works together with Egoli Africa on implementing projects in education (Good 

Shepherd High School for example), in health care (Good Shepherd Medical Center) and water & 

sanitation (water & sanitation projects such as Water in Pallisa).  The team of Good Shepherd Care 

Ministries consists of Ochen Emmanuel (voorzitter),  Okinei Richard (secretaris), Jennifer Akol 

(penningsmeester), Opio Albert (algemeen lid) en Egol Mathias (algemeen lid). 

Egoli Africa has made careful steps to start a partnership with the Iganga based ngo Initiative Uganda 

led by Mukasa Nassar.  The partnership comprises opportunities for volunteer work and internship in 

projects in Iganga, the start of a Focus on Vision project and the distribution of water filters to 

families in Iganga.  2016 will show how this partnership will work out and if it can be continued.   

Amayinja Crafts remains the partnership to unite selling and marketing crafts by different individual 

artists.crafts people and crafts groups. 
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Projects of Egoli Africa in 2015 

The following projects were monitored by Egoli Africa in 2015: 

 Good Shepherd High School in Kameke 

 Good Shepherd Medical Center in Kameke 

 Good Shepherd Farm 

 Water & Sanitation  

 Bricklaying vocational program in Kisozi 

 Amayinja Crafts 

 Sponsorship 

 Worldschool 

Good Shepherd High School 

Good Shepherd High School has grown enormously since the start of the school in 2014.  Thanks to 

support received we were able to construct blocks of classrooms, toilets and dormitories for pupils 

staying in boarding.  Also, a water tank was constructed at the site as part of the Water & Sanitation  

project.  Beds for the dorms and desks for the classrooms were bought.  Solar panels were installed.  

Educational programs were started: tailoring lessons and the Worldreader ereader program became 

part of the curriculum.   Through agriculture as part of Good Shepherd Farm, Good Shepherd High 

School was able to feed its pupils.  At the end of 2015, the number of pupils had risen to more than 

300.    Good Shepherd is a young growing school with a lot of needs ( a need for more classrooms, a 

need for a science lab etc), but developing at a rapid speed. 

 

Good Shepherd Medical Center 
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Good Shepherd Medical Center provided medical care to patients from Kameke and surroundings in 

2015.  What’s more, Good Shepherd Medical Center is able to test patients on for example hiv/aids, 

malaria, typhoid and other diseases and can admit patients at a ward for treatment.  The ward where 

patients can be admitted for treatments is rather small and a maximum of 10 people can be 

admitted at the same time.  Throughout 2015, the ambulance service made several rides to pick up 

and deliver patients.   

Early 2015, Good Shepherd Medical Center was visited by a representative of the American 

organization Journeys of Solutions, Kirsti Shields.  Medical equipment was donated upon her visit to 

the medical center. 

In 2015, a new partnership was established.  Namely that with the Birthing Kit Foundation from 

Australia.  The Birthing Kit Foundation provides birthing kits that contain basic materials that can be 

used during birth giving at home.  In 2015, around 200 birthing kits were handed out to pregnant 

women in the area. 

Thanks to support received from partners and sponsors, new medical equipment  could be bought, 

medical supplies added and the condition of the space itself be improved (ceilings, appearance etc.). 

The construction of a new medical center was also started this year.  The new location of our own 

premises will be at the site between the two schools, Good Shepherd Nursery and Primary School 

and Good Shepherd High School.  Construction works continue whenever new funds are available.  

The premises will be quite extensive: there will be space for various department including a 

maternity department. 
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Good Shepherd Farm  

The agriculture program run by Egoli Africa consists of different components: 

 A goats project for pupils of Good Shepherd High School 

 Vegetables and crop growing 

 Livestock as an income generating project 

Goats project for pupils of Good Shepherd High School 

More than 20 pupils of Good Shepherd High School have received a goat through this program.  

Pupils in poor circumstances whose families or relatives cannot afford to pay schoolfees, were 

selected for this program.  The pupils that received a goat, followed a training on how to treat and 

take care of the goats and how to make the goat a source of income generation.  The pupils are 

monitored by health counsellor Charles Opuwa.  The first born, female goat is given back to Egoli 

Africa which is then handed over to a new participant.  The first female goats were born and handed 

over to new participants.  In this way (Pay It Forward), the program can sustain itself in the future.  

The aim is to continue this progam and select new participants for the year 2016. 
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Vegetables and crop growing 

Vegetables and crop growing is part of the feeding program for Good Shepherd High School.  In 2015, 

maize, potatoes, cassava and vegetables like tomatoes, pepper, eggplant, onions, carrots, soya beans 

and gnuts were grown.   Vegetables were grown and harvested twice this year.  The first time this 

year, vegetables were harvested successfully.  The second time this year, seeds were planted but 

didn’t all grow successfully and the harvest partly failed.  Not everyone of the team is convinced 

about following a useful training on greenhouses, growing vegetables and irrigation methods, but 

this could be particularly useful in the dry area of Kameke.  Also, the idea in 2015 was to have pupils 

of Good Shepherd High School be actively involved in growing vegetables and maintaining vegetable 

gardens.  For practical reasons, this didn’t work out as originally planned: use of land was changed 

halfway this year when dormitories were constructed and space for making vegetable gardens was 

narrowed.  The feeding program at Good Shepherd High School greatly contributes to good health 

conditions of our pupils.  The majority of our pupils do not eat enough meals at home and a variety 

of vegetables guarantee diversity in healthy meals. Thanks to the feeding program started at this 

school we were able to offer our pupils meals during the day and to feed our pupils who stay in the 

boarding section of school. 

Livestock as an income generating project 

Livestock as an income generating project for Good Shepherd High School is an important part of the 

agriculture program.  Livestock has grown tremendously in 2015.  Animals that are part of the 

livestock are: 

 Cows (4 in total in 2015) 

 Turkeys 

 Pigs 

 Goats 
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 Sheep 

The cows at Good Shepherd High School are used for milk production to feed our pupils at school.  

Livestock is bred in order to teach people about taking care of and rearing animals and as a source of 

income for school to purchase school equipment.  The wish is to expand rearing livestock with 

chicken as well as the existing animals in the farm.  Not only did Egoli Africa purchase different 

animals for income generation, many young animals were born (a calf, lambs, small goats). 
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Water & Sanitation  

Borehole in Bukyatifu, Kisozi 

In 2010, Egoli Africa constructed a borehole in Bukyatifu, Kisozi.  This was the very first borehole 

constructed by Egoli Africa.  Unfortunately, problems arose with the pump and handle of this 

borehole and the community itself was not able to repair this borehole.  Through a crowdfunding 

campaign on the website of the 1 % club, a pump and handle could be purchased and the borehole 

could be repaired.  The borehole is now functioning again properly and water is of good quality.  This 

not only benefits the many women in this area, but also the nearby located bricklaying vocational 

program in Kisozi. 
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The community of Bukyatifu near the repaired borehole 

Water & Sanitation in Kameke 

In Kameke, Egoli Africa has worked on water & sanitation also.  The original plan comprised the 

construction of 2 boreholes, the instalment of 10 watertanks at schools and 500 families in the 

Kameke area to receive waterfilters.  Unfortunately, no finances were secured yet for the 

construction of 2 boreholes.  However, we were able to install watertanks at primary schools and 

secondary schools in the region and transport Tulip waterfilters to Uganda.    

The schools also receive a Tulip group filter which is used to filter water from the watertanks.  Water 
collected in the water tanks are usually used for hygiene (washing hands after using the toilet) and 
for irrigation methods, but can also be used for drinking when the Tulip waterfilter is used. 
 
Trainings were given about the maintenance of the watertanks and a safe water campaign about the 
importance of clean water and hygiene was conducted. 
 
Due to a rise in costs of the waterfilters, transport costs and costs for clearing with URA in Uganda, 
300 waterfilters could be transported to Uganda instead of the planned 500.   The introduction of 
waterfilters in the community of Kameke was done through meetings with parents at Good Shepherd 
Nursery and Primary School and Good Shepherd High School, in churches etc.   Community members 
were trained to use and maintain the waterfilter.  Also, they were taught about the importance clean 
water and hygiene.  A group of participants shall be followed by Good Shepherd Medical Center to 
see in what way the use of waterfilters contribute to improving health conditions.  Conclusions 
concerning a possible improvement in health conditions can be drawn at the end of 2016.   
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Bricklaying vocational program in Kisozi, Kamuli district 

A small scale training program and income generating project concerning bricklaying was started in 

Kisozi, Kamuli district.   

In this project, boys aged 16 to 22 participate. 
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For this project, two ISSB presses were purchased and a training was conducted in which around 30 

boys were interested and participated. 

The ISSB press is a special type of press that can produce eco-friendly bricks.  The bricks are bigger 

than the average Ugandan brick that is normally produced.  These type of bricks are also not baked in 

an oven, but dry in the sun and they can be interlocked during construction works.  Because the 

bricks are not baked in an oven, unnecessary cutting and chopping of trees is prevented and 

pollution is reduced.  The bricks produced with the ISSB press are very strong bricks, made of soil and 

cement.   

30 boys participated in a training conducted by enthusiast trainers of the ISSB press supplier and 

manufacturer.  During the training the boys were taught how to produce bricks, how to operate the 

ISSB press, how to maintain the ISSB press and how to do construction works using the bricks 

produced with the ISSB press. 

The project now works with a fixed limited number of participants.  The work focuses on brick 

production, building a network with customers, selling bricks and on a social component: improving 

housing conditions and sanitation of people in impoverished circumstances. 

The project is a young and new project and started towards to end of the year.  Therefore, it is a 

project to be monitored closely in 2016. 

 

Amayinja Crafts 

The sales of Amayinja Crafts continued this year and were sold at markets and events in Heteren, the 

Netherlands such as a market organized by the Vloedschuur, a protestant church in Heteren, the 

Midsummer Night Market in Heteren and after church services in the Netherlands. Also, Amyinja 
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Crafts were sold in a shop called Jouw Marktkraam in Wageningen, the Netherlands towards the end 

of the year.    Egoli Africa has noticed that the sales of necklaces, bracelets and earrings is decreasing.  

Ideally, Egoli Africa will need to offer a new range of products for variety.  Egoli Africa thinks natural 

soaps, natural cosmetics and fashion wear are worth trying marketing in the Netherlands.   

Sponsorship 

Egoli Africa’s sponsorship program has tremendously grown since 2013-2014 and this has continued 

steadily in 2015.  In 2015, new private donors decided to sponsor 3 pupils at a primary school and 

several students and pupils were granted support from organizations in the Netherlands.  Egoli Africa 

continued contributing to the sponsorship program through general donations and profits of sales of 

Amayinja Crafts during events, markets and in shops. 

Sylivia Nakiwate graduated from St Cecilia Kisubi Vocational Institute in Entebbe.  After Coleb 

Mujurizi who graduated in 2013, Sylivia Nakiwate is the second student that participated in the 

sponsorship program to graduate.  Egoli Africa has had a long relationship with Sylivia Nakiwate and 

is extremely proud to have witnessed her growth from a primary school pupil to the young woman 

she is now.   

 

Sylivia Nakiwate completed her studies to become a hairdresser 

Alice Mukyala completed her computer and secretary training course in Kisozi.  We think this has 

given Alice empowerment.  Alice has not found a job yet after completing her course.  Egoli Africa 

believes that Alice could benefit from starting her own copy and printing shop.  However, there are 

no resources at the moment to assist Alice with that. 
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Alice Mukyala completed her computer and secretary training course 

In 2015 school fees and school necessities were paid for: 

Primary School: 

 Natasha Mukyala 

 Agnes Favor 

 Samuel Kiirya 

 Paul Kintu 

 Wilson Kintu 

 Sylivia Mpatalyona 

 Joan Tibenda 

 Brian Achoroi 

 Saniya Namugonda 

The children above are all pupils of Good Shepherd Nursery and Primary School in Kameke, Pallisa 

district. 

University/tertiary education: 

 Grace Aaya, who studies forestry and product engineering at Makerere University in Kampala 

 David Kawomera,  who studies maths and sports science at the National Teachers College in 

Gulu. 

 Mathew Achara, who studies to become a nurse at a school for nursing and midwifery. 

 Michael Malinga, who studies civil engineering. 

 Olive Mudondo, who studies tailoring at a vocational training institute in Entebbe. 

 Martin Otema Obwoch, who studies ICT at the Bethel Training Institute in Jinja. 

At the end of 2015, we received news that thanks to the support of a Dutch organization, we shall be 

able to add a number of secondary school pupils to the sponsor program.  These are pupils of Good 
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Shepherd High School in Kameke, Pallisa district.  Also, we are able to add two new primary school 

pupils to our program.  In 2016, new pupils/students that shall receive support are: 

 Alex Mukaire 

 Rachel Mukisa 

 Godfrey Tenywa 

 Faith Apolot 

 Lucy Ajeko 

 Philip Ojone 

 Vincent Aboki 

 Mary Katooko 

 Peter Okaude 

In 2016, we expect a number of tertiary students to complete their studies, graduate and thus, leave 

the sponsorship program: 

Olive Mudondo, David Kawomera, Mathew Achara and Martin Otema Obwoch shall complete their 

studies. 

Our sponsorship program is monitored in Uganda by David Kawomera, who shall continue to do so in 

2016.  There is a high need to have a sponsorship manager in the Netherlands, who is capable of 

attracting new private sponsors.  Egoli Africa is has benefitted greatly from the support of Dutch 

organization, but also wishes to connect more children or students to a private sponsor. 

In 2015, Egoli Africa agreed to assist Danish students in paying schoolfees for a number of secondary 

school pupils.  However, Egoli Africa has stopped this assistance and wishes to concentrate on its 

own sponsorship program only rather than assisting different groups with their payments that need 

to be made. 

Worldschool 

In 2015, Egoli Africa continued guiding Worldschool students and offered new assignments to 

Worldschool pupils for the year 2015 – 2016.  Egoli Africa has guided pupils and offered assignments 

for 7 years now. 

Throughout 2015, groups of secondary school pupils have worked on the following assignments: 

 Designing educative materials on hiv/aids prevention 

 Designing an electronic patient record to be used in Ugandan medical centers 

 Bonding & Bridging between Dutch and Ugandan youths 

 Solar Energy in households 

In 2014 – 2015, 8 groups worked on different Worldschool assignments. 

12 groups are working on our Worldschool assignments in 2015 – 2016. 

Early 2015, some 1000 copies of the story book on hiv/aids made by Worldschool student Anouk 

Hopman were handed to primary school children at different schools in Pallisa district.  Former 

Worldschool student Maike Jongerius, who visited our projects in Pallisa district, assisted in handing 

the storybooks to children at different primary schools. 
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Former Worldschool student Maike Jongerius handed copies of the hiv/aids story book to primary 

school children 

In October 2015, Yasmee Kilsdonk en Anke Kraaijeveld – two Worldschool pupils working on the 

hiv/aids assignment in 2015 – 2016 – visited Good Shepherd Nursery and Primary School in Kameke 

for two weeks to work on their assignments in the field.  Both pupils had an extremely good stay in 

Kameke and their enthusiasm was overwhelming.  

 

Yasmee Kilsdonk (Worldschool pupil in 2015 – 2016) at Good Shepherd Nursery and Primary School in 

Kameke. 
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Partnerships 

2015 was an extremely successful year for Egoli Africa when it comes to renewing existing 

partnerships and support received from new partners, donors and sponsors.   

Support was received from private sponsors, bigger ngo’s such as the ASN Foundation, Share4More 

and the Haella Foundation, but also from smaller private funds.  The financial report shows which 

new and existing partners and sponsors contributed to Egoli Africa’s work in east Uganda. 
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Volunteers 

The Netherlands 

In the Netherlands, a number of volunteers contributed to Egoli Africa’s work in Uganda through 

assisting with programs and activities in the Netherlands. 

Egoli Africa thanks: 

All Worldschool groups who worked on assisgnments for Egoli Africa’s project during 2014-2015 and 

2015-2016.  A special thanks goes to Yasmee Kilsdonk and Anke Kraaijeveld, who went to Kameke 

during their autumn holidays and carried out activities at Good Shepherd Nursery and Primary 

Schools.   Worldschool groups worked on the following assignment: Bonding & Bridging, hiv/aids 

sensitization materials, it health solutions, Solar cooking. 

Maike Jongerius, who spent two weeks in Kameke in July 2015 and carried out different activities at 

Good Shepherd Nursery and Primary School and in connection with women’s welfare in Kameke. 

Hans Janssen for his continuous support concerning the sponsorship program that enables us to 
offer young people an education in Uganda. 
 
Marjolein Dees and her family for supporting a number of children from one family.  They have 
changed their lives enormously in a positive way.  It is thanks to them that these children can receive 
an education. 
 

Willem Quist for his support to put Egoli Africa in the spotlights in Heteren and assisting with 

different activities to fundraise for the agriculture program of Good Shepherd Farm. 

Rob Warmenhoven for his support towards to sponsorship program. 

Julienne Meijer for her everlasting moral support and contributions to our work. 

Jouw Marktkraam Wageningen for offering a salespoint for free for Amayinja Crafts. 

All lovely ladies from Heteren and Randwijk (Mrs. Romijn, Mrs. Muys and Mrs Verheyen and their 

relatives who assisted them) who knitted and crocheted a large number of baby blankets and baby 

hats for young mothers in Kameke. 

De Breierij in Zeewolde for having knitted and crocheted a large number of baby blankets and baby 

hats for young mothers in Kameke. 

Koviljka Pacin and Frits Sibers for their support for discussing and editing assignment for the 
Worldschool. 
 
We thank all volunteers and people interested in our work who have contributed in any possible way 

to enhance our work in Uganda 

Uganda  

Currently, no Ugandan volunteers or trainees are working within projects of Egoli Africa.   Isaac 

Waiswa, the Ugandan volunteer who started working in Kameke in 2014, has left to work elsewhere 

after his period of work ended with Egoli Africa.  Egoli Africa is interested in offering Ugandan 

volunteers and trainees a workplace.  If an opportunity arises in 2016 to offer Ugandan volunteers or 

interns a workplace, Egoli Africa will be very interested to offer this. 
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Elsewhere in the world 

Like in the previous years, Kirsti Shields in the United States remained a great support for Egoli Africa 

through Journeys of Solutions, supporting Good Shepherd Medical Center in Kameke.   Kirsti 

organized several activities to fundraise for the medical center in Kamekei: an annual event for 

Journeys of Solutions, markets etc.  Thanks to this support, a start could be made with the 

construction of a new medical center. 

Volunteer opportunities 

Egoli Africa’s volunteer opportunities are growing. Egoli Africa offers volunteer opportunities and 

internships for students in: 

 Kameke 

 Iganga 

 Soroti 

There are volunteer opportunities and internships available in the fields of healthcare, education, 

empowerment and entrepreneurship. 
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Communication and support in 2015 

During 2015, Egoli Africa was “project of the year” in the Vloedschuurgemeente in Heteren (a 

protestant church in Heteren, the Netherlands, that annually supports the agriculture program at 

Good Shepherd High School), which put Egoli Africa in the spotlights concerning coverage in the local 

media.  It also resulted in people wanting to participate and contribute to Egoli Africa’s work either 

through fundraising, offering sales points for Amayinja Crafts or setting up a local group of women 

knitting baby blankets for mothers in Kameke. 

Egoli Africa became more visible in volunteer networks through posting job vacancies to which 

several people reacted. 

Egoli Africa’s website has been the main portal for many years for people to keep up to date about 

projects, progress in Uganda,  the latest news and job vacancies available.  Egoli Africa’s Facebook 

page and twitter are actively used to post news updates and opportunities for volunteer work and 

internships.   

Stagemarkt is a platform where MBO students can search for opportunities for internships abroad.  A 

growing number of students enquire about opportunities and an increase in contacts with schools is 

visible.   

Egoli Africa plans to participate at volunteer markets, post job vacancies at the website of Kleine 

Goede Doelen (an initiative by branch organization Partin) and promote opportunities for internships 

and volunteer work more often in 2016, which may result in an increasing number of people showing 

interest in the work of Egoli Africa in Uganda.  
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Fundraising 

Fundraising in 2015 

Egoli Africa receives support for its projects in Uganda mostly through partnerships with existing 

partners and new partners and support from sponsors and donors. 

In 2015, Egoli Africa participated at several events and markets again: De Markt van Hoop in Goes, 

the Midsummer Night Market in Heteren and during sales and special events in churches in Heteren.  

Also, Jouw Marktkraam in Wageningen offered a free salespoint during Christmas time. 

Egoli Africa noties that sales of necklaces and bags has decreased and wishes to offer different or 

alternative products that can boost sales. 

 

Fundraising in 2016 

In 2016, Egoli Africa wishes to use shops like Jouw Marktkraam and Mijn Tafel to sell Amayinja Crafts 

to support programs in Uganda.  Like in 2015, the focus will again be on establishing a cooperation 

with goat farms and organic farms to benefit the agriculture programs in Kameke and Kisozi.  What’s 

more, Egoli Africa needs help in  exploring in what way a cooperation with businesses and companies 

can be set up next to the existing partnerships with organizations active in the field of international 

cooperation.  To explore this field, Egoli Africa needs a volunteer to join the organization that will 

focus on fundraising tasks.   Naturally, Egoli Africa strives to maintain the exisiting partnerships with 

partners, donors and sponsors as well.   
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Online Fundraising 

For a large number of years, Egoli Africa has had the best experiences with online fundraising and 

crowdfunding through the 1 % club.  This year, Egoli Africa has raised funds for amongst others 

setting up vegetable gardens at Good Shepherd High School, for repairing and finishing the 

construction of a borehole in Kisozi, building a toilet for a family in Kisozi and purchasing bikes for the 

boys participating in the bricks vocational training program.  What’s more, Yasmee Kilsdonk and Anke 

Kraaijeveld also used this platform to raise funds for publishing their hiv/aids teaching materials for 

Good Shepherd Nursery and Primary School.   

Egoli Africa has also installed a module on its website that allows people to make donations online in 

a safe internet banking environment (using Ideal). 
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Projects in 2016 

Projects that will be monitored closely in 2016 are: 

 Good Shepherd High School 

 Good Shepherd Medical Center 

 Good Shepherd Farm 

 Vocational training in Kisozi 

 Agriculture in Kisozi 

 Water & Sanitation  

 Amayinja Crafts 

 Sponsorship program 

 

Apart from that, Egoli Africa will also continue to guide Worldschool students.  In 2016-2017 

assignments for Worldschool students will include: hiv/aids assignments, Bonding & Bridging, e-

health record, solar energy, durable vegetable production. 

Good Shepherd High School 

As partners of Good Shepherd High School, the partnership shall continue.   After the construction of 

classrooms, toilets and dorms and the set up of a number of educational programs, the focus shall be 

on support for the construction of a science lab from 2016 on.  The school has grown tremendously 

and has around 400 pupils.  Egoli Africa expects lack of space, desks and beds in boarding to play a 

role also in the new year.  In the near future, new plans for expansion of blocks of classrooms 

including extra toilets shall have to be made. 
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Good Shepherd Medical Center 

In 2016, the focus shall be on the construction of the new medical center, which has already started.  

The objective is the finish the construction of our own premises, which offer more possibilities than 

the current building that are still rented by Good Shepherd Medical Center.  At the new location, 

there will be a possibility to open a maternity ward.  Therefore, the focus shall also be on setting up 

maternal services in Kameke.  Sensitization workshops on health related topics shall be organised by 

trainees and volunteers that will start working at the medical center in 2016.  Also, a program will be 

set up to counsel and guide teenmothers and pregnant teen girls. 

 

Good Shepherd Farm 

 

Good Shepherd Farm remains closely linked to Good Shepherd High School.   The feeding program in 

Kameke will need support again to be able to grow crops like maize, potatoes and cassava to feed 

pupils daily.  Some land that was in use to grow vegetables was lost due to the expansion of the 

school with the construction of new classrooms and dorms.   However, there Is a big need and desire 

to continue durable crop growing.  (Continued) training on the use of greenhouses and irrigation 

methods is needed.  The goats program will be monitored closely in 2016 by trainees and volunteers 

and the aim is to continue the program in 2016 solely by handing new born female goats to new 

pupils of Good Shepherd High School. 
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Vocational training in Kisozi 

The newly started vocational bricklaying program in Kisozi offers great opportunities in 2016.   

However, in Kisozi itself, a lot of energy must be put into promotion and marketing and selling of 

bricks.  At the end of 2015, land was purchased in Kisozi which offers opportunities to expand a 

vocational program: bricklaying can go hand in hand with carpentry.  Also, the land purchased in 

Kisozi offers opportunities for durable agriculture.  There, in 2016, the vocational program shall be 

monitored closely and new activities can be started on the land available.   

 

Agriculture in Kisozi 

The newly purchased land in Kisozi not only offers opportunities to expand a vocational program, it 

also offers opportunities to start durable agriculture in Kisozi.  2016 will be used to explore in what 

way durable crop growing can be started: on a small scale to feed participants in the project only? On 

a larger scale such that a community can learn from methods used?  Agriculture in Kisozi is in an 

initial phase but can slowly grow in the new year. 

Water & Sanitation 

The water and sanitation project in Kameke that was started early 2015 will still continue in 2016  

concerning giving out and monitoring families to receive water filters. 
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Since financial resources to construct two boreholes in Kameke were not secured in 2015, the project 

will not be closed and fundraising efforts to have the construction of two boreholes in Kameke 

financed will continue. 

Also, a plan has arisen for the construction of 4 boreholes in Kamuli district again.  In 2016, Egoli 

Africa shall be busy again making new plans in the field of water & sanitation.  

Amayinja Crafts 

Amayinja Crafts sales shall continue, online and offline.  Fashionable products can be bought online 

through www.amayinjacrafts.com.   Egoli Africa will make use of different salespoints in shops 

(beauty saloons, hairdressers, fair trade shops, shops like Jouw Marktkraam and Mijn Tafel).  The 

products offered through the years were mainly jewelry and accessories like bags, but in 2016, Egoli 

Africa shall try and offer different product like fashionable sandals as well.  The aim remains to 

support individual artists and crafts groups.  The fashionable sandals for example, are designed and 

made by a small crafts group in Kisozi, Kamuli district.   Ideally, in Uganda, Amayinja Crafts would 

unite individual artists and crafts groups to organize fashion events and markets.   

 

Sponsorship program 

In 2016, 23 students and pupils shall be enrolled at primary school, secondary school, tertiary 

education and university. This is the largest number of students and pupils receiving support through 

the sponsorship program since the start of Egoli Africa.  In 2016, we expect 5 students doing a 

tertiary and certificate course to graduate.  3 students receive support from an organization, 7 

http://www.amayinjacrafts.com/
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secondary school pupils can go to school thanks to the support of an ngo and 7 pupils can go to 

primary school thanks to the support of a private sponsor.  When the 5 students that shall graduate 

this year, have completed their course, Egoli Africa shall not take on new, older students in their 

sponsorship program for the time being, unless there is a possibility that new students can receive 

support from other organizations or sponsors.  Egoli Africa is able to pay tuition fees for a large 

number due to reserves created or profits from sales of handmade crafts.  However, it is in desperate 

need of more sponsors to support the sponsorship program.  Also, Egoli Africa is again in need of 

assistance in the Netherlands concerning fundraising for the sponsorship program. 

 

2016 Targets 

Targets for 2016 are: 

 Promoting the possibilities for internships and volunteer work in Iganga, Pallisa and Soroti.   

 Placing trainees and volunteers among the different projects and partnerships in Iganga, 

Pallisa and Soroti. 

 Closing sponsorship with students who graduate succesfully. 

 Expanding the Egoli Africa team in Uganda with different people fulfilling roles in different 

projects and programs. 

 Intensive monitoring of the vocational program in Kisozi. 

 Developing a long term plan for the agriculture program to become sustainable and durable. 

 Attracting new partners for projects and private sponsors for students and pupils taking part 

in the sponsorship program. 

 Carrying out all projects and activities in a transparent way that can be accounted for. 

 Promoting  Egoli Africa’s projects at events, in churches, schools etc. 
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Final Conclusion 

Egoli Africa has developed greatly the past year: projects and programs stabilized and moved 

forward, partnerships in both the Netherlands and Uganda expanded and grew and cooperations to 

offer volunteer work and internships were broadened.  At the end of 2014 we wrote in the final 

conclusion: “Egoli Africa has set  up a solid partnership with Good Shepherd Care Ministries in Pallisa 

district and now concentrates on some 3 chore projects with a variety of activities that target the 

same chore group”.  Now, at the end of 2015, we can say we have expanded our work to Kamuli 

district again and Iganga district and are also cooperating with Initiative Uganda, meaning that there 

are several projects and programs in different district at the moment.  Egoli Africa is soaring high 

currently and as an organization we hope this can continue in 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


